COVID-19 Health & Safety Update

At the Philadelphia Museum of Art, we view the safety and wellbeing of our visitors, staff, volunteers, and business partners as the highest priority as we respond to COVID-19. We are cancelling or postponing all public programs and events through April 30. The museum, however, is open, and we will remain open as long as it is responsible to do so. We recognize that the museum provides a place of refuge and calm in these stressful times, a civic role we take very seriously.

The situation regarding COVID-19 is changing rapidly. We are working in close coordination with the city, state, and federal government and health officials, and are following recommended guidelines to protect visitors and the museum community. All museum-sponsored staff travel has been restricted to only essential or business-critical travel. We have also stepped up efforts to ensure that all public and office spaces are fully and regularly sanitized per guidelines by the Centers for Disease Control and the World Health Organization. We ask that you postpone your visit to the museum if you have a cold or cough or recently traveled to a high-risk area, and that all visitors wash or sanitize their hands frequently while on the premises.

We have plans in place to respond to a variety of situations and will continue to revise them as information evolves. In the meantime, the museum will continue to welcome visitors. We encourage you to check back here for updates.